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Canadian Diplomats
EScort Kidnappers
To Cuba; Cross Freed
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Letters:
·"Done So Much"
To the Editor:
Dear brother: It has come to my
attention that you were accused of
writing on the wall of the
Zimmerman library. I thought we
taught you better than that. You
were naughty and must not do that
ever againt What was on the wall
wasn't important. What is important
is that you have humiliated us after
we had done so much for you.
A long time ago we took you in,
orphaned, and tried to raise you to
be a good little boy. I suppose you
were too little to remember but you
were even a problem then-so we
decided it best if we gave you your
own room. You were a good child
for awhile and learnecl to play by
yourself. You did wonderful little
cut-outs, made cute signs and had a
grand time exercising your new
responsibilities.
Then, you
ASUNM Vice President Frank
Lihn last night made several remember, you began bringing your
suggestions to Senate which should little friends in to play and wouldn't
not only be considered, but acted listen to us anymore and the trouble
upon. The most important
suggestions were revisions of the
ASUNM Constitution, the institution
of a code of conduct for the
legislative and judicial branches of
ASUNM and the setting up of
procedures for the removal of
senators who do not fulfill their
duties.
The revision of the ASUNM
Constitution would serve two
purposes: 1) There are many
discrepancies and contradictions in
the present constitution, many of
which are the result of amendments
and new laws. Reworking the
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started all over again.
Then, one day you became too big
,for your room and we had to send
you away to school. We found a
good school for you where you were
taught the right things. But still you
wouldn't learn what you were told.
We've tried so hard to bring you up
right but you just would not listen.
And now the neighbors tell me that
you have been writing on the walls at
school. It's just like you to do
something like that.
Gene Martin

Young 'Adults'
To the Editor:
I wish to bring to the attention of
the student body that rather
malicious (and enormously
distracting) behavior on the part of a
number of the residents of Onate
Hall, specifically, those on the third
floor.
Each evening, various individuals
with no apparent motive, except to
annoy other l'esidents, · spend their

time disengaging the fluorescent
lights from their circuits; throwing
and planting small explosives (cherry
bombs, etc.)-often doing
damage-and screaming (usually in
soprano voices) various "in vogue"
obscenities, which are guaranteed to
prove you are, indeed, a "good
head."
For people who lay claim to adult
status, demand their right to vote,
and otherwise act like mature
individuals, whose opiniQns will be
respected, they do indeed seem to
expend enormous energy in a most
infantile manner.
While I expect that they will
derive enormous satisfaction from
this letter, which is obviously giving
them the attention that they seek, I
shall continue to be amused, after
being antagonized by theil' offenses,
as I see them sporting their official,
10 0 percent "Che Gue vera"
junior-revolutionary patches ($1 and
a cereal boxtop); shades of Captain
Video and his Video Rangers, but,
alas, they're all too young to
remember.
N. Snyder
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By MARK SANCHEZ
Well, the trouble at Okies has
passed for the time being. But what
would happen if the legislature
decides to legalize Sunday liquor
sales?
The trouble may only be
beginning for the rival
establishments, Okie Joe's and the
Church of Christ. Parking on the lot
which has now been smeared with
blood could erupt into one of the
most interesting confrontations
between the good forces and the bad
ones. (The reader is left to decide
which is good and which is bad.)
Okie's, a landmark of the
University area, has been ·around
since before my father was old
enough to drink. The bar was at odds
last week with its neighbor the
Church. of Christ, over the scarcity of
parking spaces--which any patron of
either the bar or the church can
testify.
Seems both congregations had
their big nights on Wednesday, and
the shooting of one Church of Christ
member may have been the result of
the mid-week festivities.
An advertising specialist interested
in the incident told me of the
problem frequenters of
establishments would face if Sunday
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If The
Shoe Fits
liquor sales were approved in the
next seesion of the legislature. He
came up with one of the most
unique s·olutions to the problem I've
ever heard.
"It doesn't look good," he told
me. "There is no telling what either
group is capable of doing if the
Sunday liquor sales become law.
Parking issues as well as attendance
disputes would not only lead to
violence but would be bad for
business."

He said the proposal he had
thought of when the incident was
fresh in his mind would insure an
end to the confrontations such as the
one that had occured on
Thanksgiving-eve. "I suggest Okie's
and the church merge. They cannot
possibly enlarge their respective
parking lots. Stop the fight," he said,
"bury the hatchet, join forces, unite,
become one under God and the state
liqu.or inspector. They won't believe
how much business will improve."
"Just think," he said, "they could
~oin their buildings together and give
1t a new name. Call It Okie's Church
or Christ's Rathskellar. It doesn't
really matter. The publicity will
more than make the place a
household word in every home in
America. Besides." he added "by
being under one roof the two woups
would cancel out the contempt they
hold for each other."
"Services can be changed to fit the
mo~d of the congregation on any
particular day. The only things that
will remain the same would be the
. collection and the pl'ice of beer. We
ca~'t let an operation as unique as
tlus one would be, die because of
lack of money. Just think " he
..hd"
.
'
s1g
e , a beer before
the sermon."
Good God.
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SCLC Leader Says
Y oungBlackChanging
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impinge on student rights, but would
rather strengthen them on the basis
of a clear, concise, timely document.
2) By reworking the ASUNM
Constitution, ASUNM would reassert
student statements that we are ready
and capable of joining fully in
all-University governance. We would
. . show that we are ready to take
necessary steps in keeping our
student powers, adding to our
effectiveness through revision.
A code of conduct is greatly
needed for the legislative and judicial
branches of ASUNM. A student
Court justice's recent complicity in
the formation of a political group
and his role in endorsing candidates
for the last Senate election is a clear
cut example of conflict of interest.
At present, there are no binding rules
under which any ASUNM official
can be adequately reprimanded or
relieved of duties in such a case.
To maintain the dignity and
integrity of a student government
office, guidelines such as a code of
conduct are necessary.
Another proposal which Senate
should act upon is the institution of
procedures for removal of a senator
who "does not fulfill his
responsibilities, i.e. attending Senate
meetings, standing committees and
executive committee meetings." In
the past Senators have abrogated
responsibilities inherent in election
to Senate. There should be rules
which will insure Senate
effectiveness and under which
senators serve their constituents.
The proposals which Lihn made
last night will not only increase the
effectiveness of student Senate, they
will increase the effectiveness of
every student working through
Senate.
Sarah Laidlaw
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The Rev. Bill Lawson of
Houston (left) explains to Don
Wiley (right), director of The
Baptist Student Union, what the
black theology of middle class and
ghetto black is in comparison to
the white.

~/

The young black has "begun to make a change," Rev. Bill
Lawson, Houston coordinator of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) told The Lobo yesterday.
Lawson, pastor of the Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church,
also lectured on "The Black Church" in a visit sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union.
"The young black has come back into the ghetto to live,
and brings with him his trade and experience to help the
others who are still there. This signals a change in the young
black from his peer," he said.
"A prime example of this is Cassius Clay (Muhammed Ali)
who came back to the ghetto after his fights to talk to the
young children."
He said the fighter "plays and lives in the ghetto." "Clay
doesn't drive a Cadillac or stay in a fancy apartment while he
is there. He just becomes one of the neighborhood."
Lawson is involved in the "Operation Breadbasket"
project, begun by Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1966.
"This project by SCLC was established to give impetus to
black businessmen to grow and expand in the ghetto. The
project was designed to go after white businessmen who had
large interests and business dealings with the people in the
ghetto." The program was begun in Houston some two years
ago."
In explaining the project, Lawson said businessmen failed
to offer specials to the black, "save and bank in black
banks," and help in the development of the black
neighborhood then "they (the blacks) would boycott or
strike his firm. "
"This policy when it doesn't work leads to riots like Watts
and marches like Washington to gain a better life for the poor
in this country. When it works, it leads to change, even in the
governing structure.
He cited the election of Carl Stokes to the mayoralty of
Cleveland. "People soon find that a man who lives in an area"
becomes recognized as "the 'boss' of that area."

MONTREAL (UPI)-Separatist kidnapers of British
Diplomat James R. Cross released him Thursday and then
boarded a Canadian Air Force plane which took off for Cuba.
Their flight to exile was the only ransom demand met by the
government.
A helicopter ferried the kidnapers, members of the
outlawed Quebec Liberation Front (FLQ), to the airport
from an island in the St. Lawrence River where they had
been taken after agreeing to release Cross to the custody of
the Cuban consul. A government spokesman said two
Canadian diplomats accompanied the kidnapers to Cuba. ,
Cross appeared tired but unharmed after 60 days in
captivity.
"It was the first time I've seen the sun in eight weeks,"
Cross told Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa in a telephone
conversation after he was released.
Earlier in the day, more than 1000 army troops and police
surrounded a house on the north side of Montreal where the
kidnapers were holed up. Residents of the area were
evacuated before Cross and the kidnapers left the house for
the island.
It was believed the kidnapers, tired of being hunted, had
informed police of their whereabouts.
Cross, 49, was kidnaped Oct. 5, five days before the FLQ
terrorists abducted Quebec Labor Minister Pierre Laporte.
Laporte was found strangled to death a week later.
At the time of the kidnapings, the FLQ was demanding
$500,000 in gold bullion, the release of 23 jailed FLQ
separatists, passage to Cuba for them and the kidnapers, and
time on a television network to tell their story.
The government turned down most of the demands and
invoked the War Measures Act, which temporarily suspended
most civil rights throughout Canada, and outlawed the FLQ.
The government promised, as it had almost since the
kidnap crisis began, to give the kidnapers safe passage to
Cuba in return for the life of Cross, the British trade
commissioner.
Cross and two alleged kidnapers- Jacques Lanctot and
Marc Carbonneau - were sped in a police motorcade from
the FLQ hideout house to St. Helen's Island in the St.
Lawrence River.
A helicopter waited to carry Carbonneau and Lanctot to
Montreal international airport where a Canadian Air Force
Yukon stood by to fly them to Cuba.
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau told the House of
Commons late Thursday that negotiations with the Cubans
for Cross' ultimate l'elease were almost concluded.
"
"I repeat that negotiations are well along for a final
solution to this ghastly nightmare," Trudeau said. He said it
was his infol'mation that a "maximum of seven persons,"
including the wife and child of one man, were at the house
where Cross was held.
He said the government believes none of them had
anything to do with Laporte's death.
Dr. J. L. Brandt later reported Cross had lost 22 pounds
and was suffering from "minor vitamin deficiencies" which
would be "easily con-ectible."
The loss of weight and vitamin deficiencies were blamed
on Cross' diet of starch with no meat or fish during his two
months of captivity.
Otherwise, Brandt said, Cross was in "excellent condition
in all respects." His blood pressure was normal.

Senate Halts Development of Giant SST
Defeat $290 Million Proposal /or Flight Testing
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Friday,
December 4, 1970

WASHINGTON (UPI)- In a
stunning reversal of sentiment, the
Senate voted 52 to 41 Thursday to halt
development of the giant supersonic
transport plane (SST), cornerstone of
the United States' bid to maintain its
superiority in world aviation.
Opponents mounting their most
determined campaign yet succeeded in
gaining approval of a proposal to deny
President Nixon's request for a $290
million installment for development
and flight testing of two SST
prototypes.
The Senate's vote last year to
continue development of the SST was
58 to 22. Thursday's vote did not
preclude the possibility, however, that
funds still might be appropriated for
the 1800 · mile • per - hour craft in the
current fiscal year.
The House already has approved the
$290 million appropriation. The
dispute will now have to be resolved in
a House - Senate conference

committee, which could recommend
total, partial or no financing at alL
The vote crossed party and sectional
lines, as Republicans and Democrats,
Northerns and Southerners voted on
both sides of the issue.
19 senators who voted for continued
development a year ago switched to
opposition this time. The wide margin
was not expected by even the most
hopeful of SST opponents.
Further development of the plane
was opposed by a growing number of
senators who contended its advantages
were outweighed by threatened harm
to the environment and the needs of
other, more urgent domestic problems.
The opponents won despite
concessions, voted Wednesday, that
would have prohibited all commerial
SST to meet new noise control
standards for domestic airports.
Supporters argued that without
interrupted SS'r development, the
United States risked losing a long-held
competitive edge over other countries

in commercial aviation because of
Anglo-French and russian versions of
the supersonic passenger plane now
under construction.
The 19 senators who voted for the
SST last year but voted against it
Thursday included 13 Republicans and
six Democrats.
Sens. William Proxmire, D-Wis.;
Charles Percy, R-Ill. and Marlow W.
Cook, R-Ky., three of the leaders in the
battle against the SST, assured tK~
Senate that withholding the money did
not mean termination of the project.
"This would simply postpone
development until the environmental
questions are answered and private
capital shows a willingness to invest in
the SST," they said in a statement.
Their arguments against the SST
were that the government should not
subsidize commercial aircraft, the costs
are open-ended, the plane represents a
distorted sense of priorities and the
potential impact on the environment is
severe .
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Davis Loses Extradition Battle

Always buckle your se~~~e.,
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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You'll never taste
acolder beer.
f

Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine
P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, New Jor.sey

265-6931/San Mateo at Lomas N.E.

NEW YORK (UPI)- Black kidnaping marks the defendant
militant Angela Davis lost equally guilty with the persons marched in front of the criminal
cotJrt building before the hearing.
anothor round Thursday in her
who took part.
battle to avoid extradition to
The group remained behind
A California judge and three
California whel"e she is charged b I a ck men were killed in an
police barricades and there were
no incidents.
with murdel" and kidnaping in abortive attempt to free three
connection with a courthouse black defendants who were on
Poindexter, who faces a hearing
shooto.)lt last August.
trial in the judge's courtroom.
himself
Jan, 10, said, "I don't
Supreme Court Justice Thomas
Abt argued that Davis'
think
I
was harboring her. In
Dickens denied her attorney's extradition was unconstitutional
conscience, I don't believe now,
motion for a Writ of Habeas because his client had not been
nor did I believe then, that she
Corpus, clearing the way for Gov. provided with a transcript of the
was a fugitive from justice.
Nelson Rockefeller's extradition grand jury minutes covering het·
Perhaps
she was a fugitive from
order to take effect. But Dickens indictment.
injustice.
did grant a five-day stay of
The state argued the transcript
extradition to give Miss Davis' was irrelevant because Davis is not
"A woman as logical as Angela
wouldn't enter an affair that was
attorney time to appeal to the on trial in New York but only
court's appellate division.
doomed from the beginning" he
facing an extradition hearing.
said.
He added she probably
John J. Abt, one of the
A bout 50 demonstrators,
2 6-year-old Marxist's attorneys, chanting "Free Angela Davis,"
would not get a fair trial because
indicated they would appeal to and ''no more frameups,"
she would be tried by a "racist
jury, not a jury of her peers."
the Federal courts if they lost in
the state court.
Rockefeller ordered her
extradition 1last month.
Davis, formerly philosophy
instl"uctor at the University of
Califomia at Los Angeles, was
arrested here Oct. 13, along with a
companion, David R. Poindexter,
36, of Chicago, on a Federal
fugitive warrant.
Operations of the UNM Child
Poindexter was freed on
Care
Center which opened in children due to a lack of kitchen
$1 0 0 , 0 0 0 bail on charges of
September have been progressing facilities, and parents now must
harboring a fugitive.
send sack lunches each day.
Davis is charged with buying well, said Louise Billotte
Billotte said she intends to
the weapons used in a San Rafael, chairman, and said. one of th~ 11 propose a plan whereby the
Calif. shootout but is not accused next moves will be to seek parents would take turns making
heavy-duty playground
of being at the scene.
lunches for the children using the
equipment.
In California, being an
co-op
"The main problems this bulk."facilities and food bought in
accessory to murdet· and
semester have been a lack of
She said that the waiting list for
manpower." She added, "We have
next
semester is now open. At
been receiving more cooperation
LUTHERAN&
present
she is not sure how many
from the parents, and we are
EPISCOPAL
openings
there will be. "Parents
hiring one more parttime worker
whose
children
are now in the
Worship Schedule
which will give us five paid
Co·op
will
have
first priority."
workers."
LUTHERAN
There
are
now
115
ehilclrcn using
There are 80 education the facility.
at II :00 a.m.
students, each working two hours
The Rev. Richard Elliott
Several organizations have
per week. The cooperative plan
EPISCOPAL
under which the center operates don a ted various items to the
allows the parents to write center, The Hutchison Fruit
at 9:30a.m. & 5:00p.m.
proposals for new ideas, and to Company is donating fruit for the
Wednesday and St. Days, 12:30 p.m.
daily snacks, and milk is provided
share the administrative duties by
The Rev. William Crews.
U.S.D.A.
with the staff in a committee
at Canterbury Chapel
system.
425 University NE
The center has been unable to
This is the first time you have
provide hot lunches for the
visited our country and it is the
first state visit of the President of
France to the United States since
President de Gaulle was here ten
years ago-Richard Nixon,
·welcoming French President
Pompidou, 1970.
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U Child Care Center
Has Progressed Well
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The COSMETICS DEPARTMENT in
our store will offerfree gifts while they
last and a. drawing· every two hours
for your choice of $15 dollars of cos-

{)JnneQs

e

UNDER

appetizers e dinners
e salads e desserts
5erveC: from 5 p.m. on

metics. A variety of free gifts while they last
at our cosmetic counter
~ $I 0 bottle of andu p;rfume will be
gJven away with every purchase of $1

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours, M~''- Thur~_. 7 o.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., 7 ""m.-10 p.m.
344-4172 Cwner & chd John E. Athon'

or more.
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A Fine Engagement Ring ...

The young Peasant,
A fashion uprising!
She's moved into our world, with the overwhelming charm of
old world .••. here, a cool ruffled dress in 100% cotton Nav:t
with Yellow print or Black with Pink. Junior sizes 5 to

b.

17.00
Shop Mon. thru Fri.lO AM-9 PM,
Saturday 10 till 6
Page 2

....

An engagement ring is probably any girl's most treasured
possession. For this reason we make sure our mountings are
the best available in every way . .... style, construction,
and quality of ~aterial. Also each center Diamond is personally chosen by our President . .We're very proud of the
engagement rings we sell.
F. D. FOGG and Company
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Jewelers

The New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the UniVersity yeur by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students ot the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class Postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, Subscription rate Is $7 for
the academic Year,
The opinions expressed on the
editorial )lages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion ts that of the
editorial, board of The Lobo:
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

DRUGS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT-FREE DELIVERY
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243-4446
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Corner of Central & Yale
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Faculty Organization, Direction

FPC Studying Major Priorities
A major reassessment of the
priorities in faculty organization
and direction is being undertaken
by the Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC).
The 15-member FPC, steering
committee for the faculty, will
meet in an ali-day discussion
session Saturday, Dec. 5, to
examine the "substantive issues"

'm~~zm~

ROBIN'S GifT'S

~~~

'Round The World
Gift's Unusual
Black Lights
3312 Central N.E.

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
lbafiaR &\aRdwiGhes

IliD Harvard S.E.

of self-governance, educational
priorities, and the relationship of
the faculty with the other
segments of the University.
"Our agenda is usually so
jammed with routine items of
business that we do not often get
around to substantive issues of
faculty problems," said Peter
Prouse, FPC chairman, in
outlining areas of discussion for

243-6369

4
r~~

Trend~Shop

the meeting.
Topics to be included in the
discussion are the priorities that
the faculty "most needs to do to
bring about improvement in the
University," the faculty-student
relationship, the faculty's part to
governance reform proposals, the
effectiveness of the present
faculty governance system.
Plans for the ali-day session
emerged when committee
members became dissatisfied with
the preponderance of solely
"bread and butter" issues on their
weekly agenda.
Prouse has often re-iterated the
need for the FPC to concern itself
more with general educational
policy matters and the setting of
long-range faculty goals.
The. FPC's use of its
"committee - creating power" and
the ramifications of the faculty's
rejection of the representative
governance system are also on the
discussion list.
The morning session is planned
as a very unstructured one, with
the afternoon being devoted to
working out details and wording
of conclusions reached in the
morning session.
The. FPC
makes
recommendations and channels
committee reports to the full
faculty, and in addition may
create ad hoc committees.
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CAMPUS BRKEF§
Christmas Crafts
A student arts and crafts sale
will be held in the Union north
ballroom Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 4-5, during Union hours.

New Mexican Christmas
A special Christmas program of
dance and song will be presented
by Sigma Alpha Iota music
sorority Dec. 6 at 4:15p.m.
The program, "A New Mexican
Christmas," will be held in the
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall. The
schedule calls for some
instrumentation as well as singing
and features 25 women musicians.
Some old New Mexican folk
songs, arranged by J.D. Robb, will
also be featured.
The concert is open to the
public and is free of charge.

1

Members of the group include
Frank Bowen on the fl:.tte;
Artemus Edwards, bassoon; and
Lois McLeod on the piano.
The program will include works
of Lavagne, Ibel't, Martinu, von
Weber, Clerisse, Villa-Lobos, and
Vivaldi,
General admission is $1 and
students enter free. Tickets are
available now at the UNM music
department.

UTEP Seminar
William Litchman, assistant
professor of chemistry, has been
invited to lead a UTEP chemistry

department seminar this Friday,
Dec. 4 in El Paso.
Litchman will speak on
relaxation times of Nitrogen-15 at
the meeting,

~

kopy korner
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1-iigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Umit
special rates lor dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location• in Winroek Center,
247-4406
National lluilding & 120 Madeira NE
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GRAND OPENING

leatheR nook

Christmas Ball
The New Mexico Faculty
Womens Club Annual Christmas
Ball will be Friday, Dec. 11 in the
Zuni Room of the Ramada Inn,
25 Hotel Circle, N.E. The cocktail
hour begins at 7 p.m. followed by
a buffet dinner and dancing with
music provided by the Don
Lesman orchestra.

(We Take Custom Orders)
Just in Time for Christmas l
Vests~I0.95
Hats~4.99

Jackets-30.00
Complete Outfits-29.95

Basketball Buses
Albuquerque Transit System
buses will not run between
,Tohnson Gym and the University
Arena for home basketball games
this year, An ATS spokesman said
the cancellation was because of
lack of patronage.

Diamonds.••
Christmas Icing!

Constitution

Ed Evinger, left, U botanist,
and Joe Chavez, greenhouse
assistant, prepare to harvest
UNM's second crop of Chinese
Dwarf Bananas in nearly two
years_ Originally from South
China, the tree was brought to
UNM from the University of
Wisconsin in 1966.

Banana Harvest

Campus groups wishing to talk
about the upcoming revision of
the ASUNM Constitution are
asked to contact the ASUNM
offices at 277-5528, and leave
their name, when and where they
hoi d regular meetings, and a
phone number when' they can be
reached to set up at time when an
ASUNM senator may speak to the
group.

Zales extra special Christmas gifts
flavored with beautiful diamonds
....y.. ......
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Wildemess Hearings

Courses in Self Defense
Karate-Judo
Men-Women-Children
3126 Central SE
265-5885
9 AM-10 PM
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A Step Forward ')In Mens Fashions

Tj]hurch

'""

Worship Servke 9:30
& Jf:oo

__

College Club
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Westminster Building

POCKET
StereoSonic

Nursery Available
823 ~pper Ave. NE at locust NE

Equipment

Invites you to take advantage of its

PRE-CHRISTMAS-CLOSE OUT SALE
Receivers
•Scott 386 136 w AM/FM 349.95 Now 299.95
Scott 344c 170w FM 379.95 Now 339,95
•Fish&r 500 180w AM/FM Auto Tune 449.95 Now 399.95
fisher 400 150w l>M/FM 349.95 Now 329.95
•Concord Sta 150 150w AM/FM 419.95 Now 359.95
•Concord Sto-308 30w AM/FM 139.95 Now 99.50
Concord Sta-35w/30w JW./FM 159.95 Now 119.50
Concord F-600 35w AM/FM with cosoette 249,95 Now 199.50
Tape Recorder<
•Ampe~ 1467/AutoRev with Speak Was 449.00 Now 389.00
• Ampex 2100 Ultra Rev with Speak 499.00 Now 429.00
Concord MKIV AutoRev Deck Was 319.50 Now 299.50
Concord 150D Stereo Deck Was 139.95 Now ll9.50
3M Quod Recorder w/speokers Was 599.95 Now 529.00
3M 6 I 50 Stereo Center Was 41 0.00 Now 339.00
• Norefco 450A Cossette Deck Was 139.95 Now 99.95
• Crown Car Cassette Was 99.95 Now 49.95
Pre-Recorded To es
8- rock & Cassettes Were 6.98 N
3.98
Used Equipment
• Miracord 620 w/bose, dust cover, & cartridge 109,00 Was 160.00 New
KLH Dolby Recorder was 249.00 New/Now 189.00
Scott Compact w/Gorrard changer 229,00 Now/was 329.00 New
• Pioneef Receiver w/Stereo Pro>-amp. Wa• 439.00 new Now 1'59.00
Bogen omp. 100 w I Was 189.00 new, yours for 109.00

Botanist Evinger Singing
Yes We Have No Bananas
UNM's second banana harvest,
nearly two years in the making,
lasted only 30 seconds yesterday,
but University Botanist Ed
Evinger was still pleased with the
results.
UNM's Chinese Dwarf Banana,
also known as a Cavandish
·Banana, yielded only one stock of
bananas, but Evinger said that was
considered "fair" production for a
greenhouse plant. The last harvest
was almost two years ago.
Evinger explained that the
banana tree is not really a tree,
but a giant herb, whose trunk is
actually made up of the stocks of
leaf petals.
Evinger brought the dwarf
banana tree with him in 1966
when he came to UNM from the
University of Wisconsin. The tree
now occupies a central position in
UNM's large and modern

greenhouse in the biology
building.
Joe Chavez, greenhouse
assistant, helped Evinger cut the
bananas while still green. They
will be stored for 1 0 to 12 days
until they ripen and turn yellow,
before distribution to staff and
faculty in the biology department
for the traditional harvest feast.
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Friday, Dec- 4
UNM chemistry department
seminar; chemistry building, room 101;
3:30p.m.
UNM freshman basketball; UNM
Arena~ 6 p.m .
UNM Basltetball, UNM/Butler; UNM
Sports Arena; 8 p.m.

I

SHACI<. CLEANERS-__,
109 YALE S.E.

·we Get Your Clothes Sweet-N-Ciean•

WE OFFER YOU ACHOICE
Custom Dry CleaningFor That Fresh Pressed Look
Budget Dry CleaningFor Those Who Are Looking
For Economy

The UNM Mountainet•ring Club
is sponsoring a trip to the Aldo
Leopold Wilderness Hearings in
Truth or Consequences.
Int!'f(>Sted persons are me(•ting
at thr Lobo statue south of
Johnson Gym on Saturday, Dec. li
a! 7 <l.m. Anyone driving their car
will bl' reimbursed for gas and oil.
For information contact Steve
l\Jpn·iiJ, 2·12-6024.

BRIDAL
DIAMONDS

~
I

.t

-

&;;

$250.00
$225.00

Trails :\feeting
Establishm<>nt of a slatl' trail
svstt'lll will be discussed at an
OP('II meeting at 1 p.m., Saturday,
DPc. 5, at the East Central Branch
of the AI buquerque National
Bank, ut the cornl'r of Central and
Washington.
Hiking, bicycling and riding
irai Is in forest, park and
mPtropoliLan areas will be
included. The status and problems
of trail plans in New Mexico will
bP discussed by Federal, state and

Solo Group

$395.00

$295.00
$150-00

CHRISTMAS DIAMONDS
FOR HIM AND HER

f\
\

$125.00

A Nov. 19 program featuring
the Albuquerque Solo Group has
been postponed until Dec. 6.
The trio, composed of three
members of UNM's music faculty,
will perform at 8:15 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.

DIAMOND GIFTS
THAT LAST FOREVER
~ij

f

~
~

!
r:
::

i

••

$125-00

$49.95 pair

r:

'

'

$425.00

$179.00 pair
,

·-~
'
.
~

••

:~

'.J

. Christmas Special
New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

DIAMOND DUOS, TRIOS, WEDDING BANDS
$125.00
Elgin
17Jewels
8 Diamonds

$250,00
$55.00 each

$325.00
JJJustrnlion Enlarged

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!
BankAmericard/ Master Che~rge

SALE LIMITED TO IN-STOCK SUPPLY ONLY
Stop by and see the retailer who knows the
most about electronic equipment

ZALES®
JEWELERS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

STUDENT ACCOUNTS INVITED
Downtown 318 Central SW

We are open six clays a weok
9:00 AM to 7:00 PM Fridays 'til 9:00
5003 Menauf NE
llankAmericard finondng available

Five Points Shopping Center

Winrock

All Albuquerque Zales Stores open 'till 9:00 PM
every night 'till Christmas

JUST SOUTH OF UNIVI:RSITY DRUG
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lf~'!~~'~"""~?bos Battle Butler; California

•
scann1ng
the scene

CAR DIRTY?

tucked away, seem to h cor~
tough weekend ahead f th ave . a
0
em as

By PAUL FLECK

th~y f_ace Butler tonight and
Cahformu toJ?!orww night.
Butler brmgs a hot-shooting

Lobo Sports Editor
Exterior one min,

SPECIAL

The Chaparrels.

car wash
the complete job
as low as

39c
Complete Auto Repairs
10% discount on all parts and labor
to students and faculty with UNM I. D.
Gil's University Gulf
2608 Central N.E,

265-9881
266-0808

SONY CLAUS

BILLY SHEPARD leads Butler
against the Lobos tonight.
She pard was the second best
sophomore point producer in the
nation last year with a 27.8
average. The only player who
scored better was Ralph Simpson,
who turned professional this year.

(@uttdrrn
ilinrnunt
11Jiqunrn

AT THE

905 Yale SE

It Really Is a
Discount Store!
Vodka & Gin 2.99 qt.

Sebring ®I lair
Design for l\ len

Expert L~;1g II air Design

CASSETTE RECORDERS

::\'o ?\cts, Gels, Laqucr

from 49.95

Sprays. I lcat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons

SOUND BY
3011 Monte Vista NE

For Appointment Call

Near Girard & Central

5504 CcntraiJ~\-c, S.E.
( 1 Illk. East of San Mateo)

Even the increased excitement generated on the playing
field by the vastly improved Lobo footballers did not distract
attention from the spirit group which follows the team and
indeed arouses spirit.
In case there are any football fanatics who did not notice,
the Chaparrels improved right along with the team this year,
and the Chaparrels were not too bad in the first place.
The Chaparrels put in long hours of practice to make their
routines perfect. Just about any evening they are in the lobby
of Johnson Gym practicing until late at night.
And their efforts axe well worth while in the eyes of the
beholders. While watching the UTEP game in El Paso's Sun
Bowl this seaso_n and sitting in the hostile home student's
section, I quickly made friends with the Miner fans sitting
around me by letting them borrow my binoculars to watch
our girls in action. UTEP got crunched in the game, and the
fans around me spent their time equally between booing
quarterback Bill Griego's poor passing performance and
gazing fondly across the field toward the Lobo rooting
section.
The Chaparrels attract the same kind of attention wherever
they go. Sports information director Eddie Groth received
the following letter from a foreign exchange student at
Kansas University shortly after the Jayhawks hosted the
Wolfpack in Lawrence this year:
I am a student at the University of Kansas and on
Saturday, Oct. 3, I watched your university football team
lose valiently to an aroused and extremely surprising U of
K team. It was an excellent game, for us, and Q.n
unfortunate one for you. But this letter is not meant to
be a putdown. Rather, it is in response to one segment of
your school's representation that was a winner all
afternoon. I am referring, of course, to your cheerleaders
( Chaparrels).
Although the game proved to be a frustrating one for
your university, your cheerleaders never once allowed the
inevitable outcome to dampen their spirits. And too, even
though your alumni were understandably absent,
enthusiastic cheers of encouragement were continually
heard from your cheerleaders. What enhanced their
stature, though, was the fact that they were all extremely
attractive. After watching them for more than a minute
at a time, the football game became unimportant. Your
cheerleaders are exeellPnt r<'prc>sentatives of your
university and I commend the responsible persons on
their discriminating taste in their selection.
As a gesture of inter-school relations, I wondPr if it
would be in bad taste to ask for a photograph of your
cheerleading squad? It would be a lasting remembranee
for me, of an already beautiful day.
Thank you for your time and I patiently await your
reply. With much hope,
Sincerely,
Dennis M. Kiyabu
P .S. Better luck next year!
Kiyabu got his picture, but that is a poor second to being
able to see the Chaparrels perform during the basketball
season.

Gulf Crown Tires
4-Piy nylon cord
Fiberglass Polyester cord
78WT as low as $39.95

.

SIZes:

700-1 3 thru 775-15

$19.95
825-14 thru 845-15

$21.95
Gil's University Gulf
2608 Central N.E.
265-9881

266-0808

team mto the Arena Friday night
.Jed by 5-l 0 guard Billy Slll'ph<.'rd
who scored 32 points in his tenm'~
113-102 loss to Illinois. Shepherd
.
name.d "M r. Basketball"
of'
Indiana just a year after the
Lobo's Long claimed the honor
scored 7 24 points last season and
is the. highest scoring sophomore
returnmg from last year's national
erop, lllinois coach Harv Schmidt
former Lobo assistant to King'
compared Shepherd to UNM'~
John Somogyi, freshman
sharpshooter who 1·ewrote a few
records in his stay at UNM two
years ago.
~h epherd and 6-1 Clarence
Cram are expected to start at the
guard slots while 6-6 Floyd
Garrett will be at the post. The
two forwards will be 6-4 Oscar
Evans, who scored 25 against the
Illini, and 6-5 Dave Bennett.
Butler coach George Theofanis'
Bulldogs will face Arizona
tomorww night, and has only
three returning lettermen from
the squad that last year's famed
coach Tony Hinkle left behind
Hinkle la~t season saw the club h~
departed finish 15-11 on the
~eason ~hile placing in the top 20
m shootmg and scoring.
. California enters Albuquerque
With, seven lettermen from last
years ~1-15 team returning. That
record mcluded an 83-79 win over
~ew Mexico. Coach Jim Padgett

....ile>(IOIIIft•

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

had a lo'?k at. his Boars Tuesday in
a game S1Lunt10n when tlw varsity
fanned the alumni team of th<>
school, 101-83.

lOc

BEI~l{

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plnsrnn Donors Needed!

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Centrnl N.E.
'Tues.-Sat, 8-5

Centro I at Universily

FUN

FUN

What the dickens
they done to Scrooge?

"SCROOGE"
A NEW MUSICAL

TONITE! FINAL WEEK
7:30-9:40

l1ARX BROS.
THt ~IG SToRE

Repair.~ ~laintcnancc

on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Sper:ialis1s
333 Wyoming Blvd. XE
2G5-590l
l'rcc Estimates

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS ·fROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c:. Per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) Per timo run, 1! nd i• to
run five or more- C"onsccutiYe dn~·s with
~~r c~~ifrinjhtJ rnt~ ~~ rcducro
01."
words to 10.
e mmJmum numlier or

1

EROS

\VH
• "ERE: Journalism Building, Room
... o.,. aft(>rnoons pr~fernbly or mail.

ADULT THEATRE

CJn.soified Adv~rtisincUN.lt! 1).0. Dox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnyment must be made in full prior to lnr.ertlon ol advertisement.

1)

Jo

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arced~>
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

J>EHSONALS

EVJNI[JINif]J[JE~ cL~io.E----·
ASUNM Film Committee

December S·6

soc a r.n.

7~
r~ 10 p.m.

2 )5-0l {j(j

255-·1695 Fri. Nite 'til 9

Joe Namath makes passes at
other guys.

Support your local
police-bribe a cop today.

''move.,,

1100 San Mateo N.E./265-6931/Shop Mon. thru Fri. 10-9, Saturday 10-6

li)

E:\IPLOYl\IENT

m:r.r> \v,\J.i'r'Ei;-i\i;;J~:: r·:nn;$ou.·w;:,~,];:

}Vorl.: .Un'l'l" t•Vt•nim~g nnct RnturdnYs. Fi)t
mtPrvn•w 11hnm.1 21ifi-tl101. 12-5 pm only
12 ·'4

•

•

I)ART-rl'IMN 'V'ORK, 1-2 i;H-:-~\-:;k f~t·7u;:
hitinu~ qtudcnt fnt<•r~?Sf(•d in t•t'oloJ:y and
t•nrnimr mon<'Y• Cnll 26:-t-7S2G lor nppoint1n<'nt ttlld infot'lilrtliou be>forC' 7:30 1'"'
12/·1
•

1100 Shop

no

i;J.;rii'i·iTAiiY '"ANTim----;-roTYPE·
Sfl;'l"J"lNG for underground llC'WE!ll:tl>Pr.
Pny is $1.00 tH!r hour, Cnll Slth> 255-0500
12/!0

Functional and·

iiAHYSITTim \VAJo<TEn-:-Ad~rnbl~ a·;;:o!d. Ncnr tlniv. 255-02aa. 12110
•
WA ITRI•:ss wnntctl
two wcol<s during
Chl'istmns. At~:nly: Town I-IoUac Lounge
:1011 Contrnl }ig, Good tips plus sn!nry'

Fashionable

.1.Y'!..

Lightweight Jacket
Just the right weight for cool evenings, Dacron/Cotton With a lightweight lining. Trimly tailored with
placket ·front, zipper. Knit collar,
waistband, cuffs.

2000

f
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.

YASH!CA-MA'l' twin lens r~n.~. l{~<lnk
~2~~ 0 Und!o-phono console. 26S·!lli24.

as

.

.

HAHYSITTlNG. Wn>tt girl to sit. with t;vo
ndornblc children m01:nin~ts M-I•,ri. Must
hnve own trttnsportntmn. 277-5014. 12/7
CAN YOU RAP i--Good on !>ltonc 1 Im·
mcdintc brend. 'fop pny. Cnll 268-239G
12/4
•

7)

G.ROVJ~S THRNN PIJ~CE tnrg<'t bow
JIOundR, 00 inehcs. CMc, nfrcht- rotl,· nrtows, I~xeellcnt condition. Cnl!' 26R-2115

IUISCEUANEOUS

tmY!ime. 12/4
·
·
'
WAN'l'ED: FL.OOR tom--:to;;;-d~um. Red
IIOND· ·-· b A 305.. Excellent condition. $350 Ot·
s 1'";~ldc J>rcfcrt•cd. Cull Shirley. 298·6366.
2
~'!_cr, 265-:_!_926, !2/~. ·------~:::.::~~------------

1

ELLIOTT GOULD•PAULA PRENTISS• GENEVIEVE WAITE inM

R.

JIESTRICT£D
Under t7 requite& l!lecompanylng
Parenl or' Adull Guatdlan

0 VE

PANAVISION® Color by DE LUXE®

.____.__;_;_.::..:,~

.A/JwB!JtHV,~!J H I 1..:6~7 ~ D
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Letters:
Surprising Response
To the Editor:
Yesterday, there appeared in The
Lobo a letter I submitted that has
provoked a surprising response. It
dealt with the defacement of the
Zimmerman library mural and seems
to have become another
"Zimmerman .letter."
To you who have taken offense
and have called me to perform a
biologically impossible act of
self-gratification, I request that you
read the letter again and see if therein
lies a starical subtleness - much llke
the kind against which you have
been struggling to retain human
dignity for all.
To you Anglos who are now
offended and also wish to blow me
up, don't bother, I'm booked solid.
Gene Martin

such interpretations. A picture of
past events or cultures only tells a
story-tells it as it was, not as it
ought to have been.
The paint-throwing was claimed
by a militant women's organization
who declared " ... power to the
people and power to the sisters." To
the person who left this message I
would address these questions: Have
you gained any power by the
throwing of a bucket of paint? Have
you bettered the living conditions of
oppressed minorities? Have you
scored a point against a "racist"
artist who died four years ago?
Oh, you would say, but we made
our point, we dramatized a burning
issue. Fine. But was it worth the
price? In doing so you destroyed an
irreplaceable piece of art, you put
the pressing cause of library reform
back months since the library's
already inadequate funds will now
have to be stretched to include an
expensive clean-up and repair job.
You reinforced our image in the
community as that of immature,
irresponsible delinquents. None of
this helps any cause, it only hurts the
large majority of students who will

end up paying for the repairs, who
need a better library, who have. to
live and work in this commumty.
And saddest of all, you hmt the very
cause you sought to aid, because
sincere, concerned people who are
sympathetic to minority causes are
only alienated and turned ?ff ~Y
such stupid, 'pointless, JUvenile
destruction.
How much better to go tutor
Chicano kids two hours a week, or to
walk blocks collecting for
community fund, or to volunteer for
Head Start on a Navajo reservation,
or to lobby for equal women's pay.
B~t it is a lot quicker and easier to
throw a can of paint in the name of
justice. And how sad that you really
believe it will help anything at all.
Kay Bratton
Art Censorship
To the Editor:
Several letters and an editorial in
The Lobo have discussed the
defacing of the library mural from
the standpoint of it being a valid way
to protest the racism and sexism of
the white man, assuming that this is
what the mural symbolizes. I feel
that this is a valid point of view from

which to consider the act, but I
would like to draw attention to
another consideration, that of
censorship.
If it can be considered an act of
artistic censorship, we must ask
ourselves if and when such
censorship is justified. Does any
faction, majority or minority,
oppressed or oppressor, have the
right to destroy an artist's
interpretation of idea, an historic
event or anything else he chooses to
depict?
Can we be so presumptious as to
interpret what Kenneth Adams was
attempting to say back in 1939, and
if his painting is interpreted as being
degrading to the Mexican-American
and Indian people, does any group
have the right to destroy or alter it?
I don't think it can be denied by
anyone, that the white man has
exploited the native populations of
the Southwest, but I question the
validity of this act of obvious
censorship. Must we adopt a policy
of continually policing our works of
art to ensure that they are acceptable
to all members of the community?
Pat McArdle

J

By LAWRENCE WEISS
This will be passed out to all
concerned during the Union Board
meeting today. I wrote this in the
sense of a "concerned citizen" with
no organizational affiliations.
Purpose: The purpose of this
report is to present in writing some
issues of immediate concern to those
interested in the management of the
Student Union. Theoretically those
interested parties, particularly .Ron
Baum as director, and the Union
Board as a whole, will act on these
and related issues in some
meaningful way. This is not
presented as a definitive study or ~
comprehensive plan of action. That
is your job.
·
My resources: Information for this
report was gathered through
informal talks with members of Eric
Nelson's staff, Ron Baum, and
several other interested and involved

I
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ESSO was lucky last week. This
time it's going to burn, baby,
burn. That's it." Humble Oil is a
subsidiary of Standard Oil of New
Jersey (ESSO).
Radio cars were dispatched to
the huge Bayway Refinery
opposite Staten Island, and local
police and Humble security
personnel searched in vain for
bombs. Some security men were
still searching when the blast
knocked them off their feet.
The fireball engulfed a half
dozen storage tanks and set off
underground fires that roared like
blast furnaces for several hours.
At 12:45 a.m. (MST) shortly after
the fires had been brought under
control by area firemen, radio
station WINS in New York
received an anonymous call from
a man claiming to be a member of
the "United Socialist
Revolutionary Front."

'

I

i
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I
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The caller claimed his group
had been responsible for three
blasts and threatened 'other
explosions unless "political
prisonet·s are released." He named
black revolutionary Angela Davis
and Black Panther Party Chairman
Bobby Seale.
Linden Mayor John Gregorio
later disclosed that "five or six
persons reported to police that
they had seen a light plane or
helicopter over the refinery just
prior to the blast.
"There is a possibility that
something could have been
dropped from the plane," the
mayor said, adding that although
investigators had reached no
co ncl us ions "we're definitely
thinking along the line that it was
sabotage."
Gregorio said the FBI joined
local and state police in the case
without being asked. Asked if

NCW

th~re had been any trouble at the
the damage probably ran into the
Humble plant last week
as "millions
of dollars."
suggested by the man who w~rned
An
eyewitness,
former Linden
of Saturday's explosion the
Mayot·
Alexander
Wrigley,
the
mayor disclosed that a youth was explosion was "like ansaid
atom
arrested there on a trespassing
bomb, lifting om· house almost off
~barge last week and later its foundations.
released.
The explosion resulted in such
Gregorio identified the suspect
as Mark Domarki, 21
of massive traffic jams on major
Montainside, N.J., and said tlu·ee throughways that police had to
alleged companions "got away." seal off feeder roads with barbed
He said he expected Domarki to wire. The plundering in Linden
be questioned again.
and Eiizabith's main shopping
Windows were blown out in a stt·eets apparently was undertaken
30-block area al'Ound the refinery in the belief that police would be
and buildings were shaken in too busy elsewhere to stop it.
Staten Island, whet·e a large
Police reserves were called in
window in the Manhattan Ferry and rifle patrols were rushed to
Terminal was shattered. Tremors the area where lawless banrh
from the blast were felt looted for an hour and a half.
throughout Manhattan and as far Sanitation workers were busy
north as New Rochelle, N.Y., in Sunday c!('aning up the debris
suburban Westerchester County, while shop owners took inventory
Esso officials at the scene said of their losses.

MEXICO

'Fly, Baby, Fly'

Defacement
To the Editor:
In four years at the University I
have never written letters, marched
or protested in any way. Finally
something has angered me to express
my feelings. The action which has
stirred me from my apathy is the
throwing of paint on a mural in
Zimmerman library.
The mural, one of a series of four
done many years ago, was allegedly
racist and male-dominated. It was
said to be objectionable because it
showed a brown man and a red man
with no eyes, and the white man
with eyes and in the center, a
position of dominance. In answer it
was pointed out that every profile in
the series of murals, regardless of
color, is shown with no eyes. That
the white man is in the center can be
interpreted in several ways, but the
history it represents is not subject to

Bema

I
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U Enrollment May Be Restricted
~··,

Administrators, Students Will Discuss Outlook

,,
/,,

parties. As an employee of the
Union, I have had the privilege of
gathering certain firsthand
knowledge and impressions generally
not available to others. I have also
read a five-page summary of a study
whose purpose it was to
systematically analyze all aspects of
the Student Union operation.
Your resources: This is directed
primarily to "those interested
parties." At the very least, everyone
on the Union Board should have a
copy of the "Summary Report of
UNM Sub Project." This is a
five -page summary of an
approximately 150-page study
conducted Fall Semester, 1969, as a
class project, ("Marketing
Communications"), from the School
of Business and Administrative
Sciences. See the Union Board
chairman about your copy of the
summary, and for information about
the location of the more important
unabridged study. Consider this
study by the School of Business a
trendsetter. You should contact the
School of Business to conduct more
intensive studies of profit, service,
etc. on a regular basis in specific
areas such as the games area and
food services. Consider other
departments such as sociology for
their potential services. Use the free
resources of the University. Check
private operations such as hamburger
stands, bowling alleys and pool halls.
See how they compare in terms of
management, finances and efficiency
with similar operations in the Union.
Food services: The following must
be learned' and made public
information: per each food service
area, per month, (snack bar,

cafeteria, Costa del Sol); What is
total wholsesale cost of food and
supplies? What is total retail income?
What is total overhead? From these
general figilres, an idea of the food
services operation can be formed.
Each area may then be intensively
studied, (by the School of Business?)
in terms of efficiency, wastage, theft,
quality of product, etc. Other
questions: How does the food service
operation compare with similar
private enterprise operations? What
criteria are used to choose the
wholesalers, (union lettuce?)? How
can the services be improved, (health
food?)? What about moving the
snack bar into a corner of the
cafeteria, thereby cutting down on
duplicated capital, (soda venders,
etc.) and adding much needed space
in the Union eating area? How about
advertised specials, (would the Lobo
donate space?)?
Games area: Use the University
resources to study this area. For
example, what is the profit per
game/per square yard of space used?
The Lobo room was created as a
quiet place to play cards and chess.
Why was the juke box moved into
that room last month and the sound
cut off from the games area, where
people who have put money into it
cannot hear it? Pool may be a very
profitable enterprise, and there is
often a waiting list. Would it be
economically feasible to put three
extra tables where now there are
'dozens of rarely used, dirty plastic
chairs? The bowling alleys are on a
five year lease, four years to go. All
the equipment is in deplorable shape,
with three of the lanes permanently
out of order. 'fhe terms of the lease

are in the neighborhood of $450 per
year/per lane. Should this contract
be kept? Is this the only reason
bowling loses so much money per
year? Why has there never been any
imaginative advertising for bowling,
or any other activity in the games
area. Is it a wise policy to have three
lanes for $1 on week days, and four
lanes for $1 on weekends, a financial
practice opposite that of·any private
bowling enterprise? Let it be stressed
that these are mere samples of
games-area reality.
Maximize present potential: The
inflated prices charged by the
University's most repugnant
monopoly, the bookstore, are all
that currently support the
deficit-burdened Union. Union fees
are not the answer to unimaginative
policies and complacent
management. Grandiose plans for
additional investments of capital
such as major remodeling, or the
addition of more costly services do
not appear to make good business
sense. What must first be
· accomplished is major institutional
analysis and correction in order to
maximize effective management,
efficiency and quality of services
presently being offered. Upon that
eventual solid foundation would the
additional investments of capital and
expansion of services make sense.
Conclusion: Immediately re-think
and correct the most blatant
problems. Use your imagination. Use
all the free resources at your
disposaL Use your political power.
Push your plans until they are
institutional reality. How much will
you accomplish within the next two
months?

,l
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Board Chairman

Union Board Chairman Gerald
Gerkin listened Friday as plans
were outlined for opening the
Desert Rom on a menu-serving
basis.

Enrollment restriction will be discussed at
a planning retreat for top-level UNM
administrators and student leaders to be held
Wednesday, Dec. 9, at Albuquerque's
Dominican Retreat House. Implications for
future growth for the University community
has become a vital concern since this year's
surprising jump in enrollment and
concurrent financial crunch.
Included in the ali-day meeting will be
UNM President Ferrel Heady, the Regents,
the University's vice presidents, chairmen of
the faculty c~rricula and policy committees,
and the presidents of ASUNM and GSA.
Another member of the group will be
Donald Stuart, associate executive secretary
of the state Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) who is attending because of the direel
relationship between UNM's size and its
financing needs.
"We are going to look at the implications
of future growth here at the University and
discuss the possibility of future enrollment
restrictions," said Chester Travelstead,
academic vice president, whose office is
making arrangements for the retreat.
Travelstead said next year's projected 10
percent increase in enrollment, following
this year's unexpectedly high increase of
over 14 percent, makes it imperative to
begin overall planning as soon as possible.
"I feel reasonably sure we will have to
begin to restrict our enrollment,"
Travelstead said. He added that this brings

up the question of what the basis for
implementing enrollment restriction should
be used.
An overall size is the first considemtion
but individual figures for departments and
colleges would have to be considered, he
said.
Also planning to attend the meeling are
Morris Hendrickson, director of the ·Office
of Institutional Research, and William
Huber, director of University Collt•ge and
Counseling Center, both of whose
departments are directly concerned with the
enrollment question.
The idea for the retreat arosp in tlw
acadPmic dean's meeting Oct. 22, wlwn they
agreed UNM's growth should not go
unplanned, Travelstead said. This is the
second such meeting this year, the first was
held April 1, but concerned only enrollment
and growth.
California was pointed to by Travelstead
as being an exan1ple of a state plagued by
tremendous increases in higher education
needs during the last decade that brought
about severe problems in planning and
enrollment restriction. UNM hopes to avoid
this situation by early long-range planning,
he said.
UNM's enrollment for the fall semester of
1970-71 was 18,061. The enrollment for the
same semester last year was 15,692.

Desert Room Will Start Menu Service
2-Month Trial Period Begins Jan. 4
Union Board Priday voted six to two to open the Desert
Room on a menu-service basis for a trial period of two
months beginning Jan. 4.
Tables with ehina and plaee settings will be set up in the
Desert Room to give the area a "nice atmosphere" in which
to eat, said Union Director Ron Baum. Cost of the project
will be 56 cents per place setting and cost of hiring 11
parttime waitresses and one fulltime food service employe, he
added.
The Desert Room project will be evaluated on a continuing
basis by the Union Board during the two-month experiment.
Faculty Board member Don Schlegal and student board
member Terry Toomey voted against the· Desert Room
proposal on the grounds such an area would segregate
students from staff and faculty due to the cost of eating

Santa's 'Ho-Ho-Ho' Out
MIAMI (UPI) -A dozen Santas
being trained for duty in Miami
dopartmet1t stores have been told
that "ho·ho·ho" is a no·no t,his
year because it scares the kids.
Instead, the Santas have been
instructed to ·act in a jovial, but
more natural manner while
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listening to the Christmas wishes
of children on their knees.
"After all," said Santa tt-ainer
Mrs. Tabby Voelzke, "where do
children . hear adults saying
ho·ho·ho? We've found they are
stattled when they hear it coming
from a Santa."

there. Schlegal added "the last Desert Room two years ago
was a losing proposition." It was set up similru.· to the
proposal the Board approved Friday.
The Union Board also voted to rename the Lobo Room in
the Union basement "The Sub-Machine Room." The room
contains vending machines ru.1d game tables.
The new nru.ne, submitted by Mike Bailey of Onate Hall,
was one of 200 proposed names received by the Union in a
contest to rename the Lobo Room ru.·ea. A committee
narrowed the list to five, which were voted on by the Board
Friday. "The Ho Chi Minh Memorial Room" received the
second highest number of votes.
Baum .announced that the shoe shop in the northeast
corner of the Union will move by Dec. 18 and the area will
be turned over to GSA and ASUNM for office space for new
student orientation.
In other bu~i~1ess, the Board gave Baum the authority to
move the televiSion set from the recreation area in the Union
basemen.t, but did not set a place for the television to be
moved. At its present location the set violates fire codes in
~hat it e11c~tmbers a fire exit, according to a fire department
mterpretatiOn, Baum said.
The Boru.·d also agreed to look into a student complaint
about the cups dispensed in the vending machines in the
Union basement.

Governance
Conference
Scheduled
Undergraduate students
interested in attending a
UNM governance conference
of students, faculty,
administrators and alumni
must turn in their names to
the ASUNM office on the
second floor of the Union by
5 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 9.
The conference, sponsored
by the All-University
Governance Committee, wnr·•
hold roundtable discussions
centered around the theme,
"How to Build a University."
The conference will be held
at the Holiday Inn East from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
20 undergraduate students
will be chosen to attend the
conference by undergraduates
on the governance committee
from the names submitted.
Besides these 20, 14 ASUNM
executive officers or senators
and eight administrators, 42
faculty members and eight
alumni will also attend the
conference.

